 Case Study:

Western Uility Prevents Equipment Thet and Eiciently
Dispatches Workers during Emergency Situaions
Company: Western Uility Contractors
Industry: Service
Fleet Size: Mid (55 vehicles)
Contact: Mike Lawler, Purchasing & Fleet Manager
Quick Fact: Western Uility Contractors has been in business for 13 years and
services Telecommunicaions as well as Electrical and Sewer and Water Uiliies.

Challenge:
Western Uility had several vehicles stolen, only to be recovered days later stripped of over $35,000 in tools. They needed to ind a
way to prevent any further thets of company vehicles and their valuable tools. WUC also needed to know where their vehicles were
at any given moment so they could be dispatched in case of emergency situaions, such as cable or phone outages, traic signal
outages, or sewer and waterline breaks.

Results:
Western Uility installed GPS Insight and found it has been the soluion to their problems and much more. They iniially decided to
install GPS Insight tracking units in every leet vehicle, knowing that while they couldn’t prevent their vehicles from being stolen, at
least they would know the vehicle’s locaion in real ime and could relay that informaion to police before any tools could be taken.
The ability to see their vehicles in real-ime has allowed for more eicient dispatch, leading to decreased response ime. Mike Lawler
reported that, “Knowing where our enire leet is at any given ime gives our project managers the capability to eiciently locate and
dispatch the nearest crews to respond to any and all emergencies.

Real-ime dashboard map of WUC vehicles.

866-GPS-4321

www.gpsinsight.com

When we locate the nearest crew, we are able to use the maps provided and route the best (shortest) way to the emergency
locaion. This eliminates managers having to pull up MapQuest to get the suggested route.”





Use the GPS Insight “closest to” and “direcions” dashlets for more eiecient dispatch.
The GPS Insight soluion has also helped Western Uility save on leet operaing costs. “The potenial areas of savings are many”,
Lawler stated. The diagnosic reporing has allowed Western Uility’s mechanics to eiciently maintain the work trucks by
“diagnosing problems as they occur, saving us ime and money that would have been spent in bringing a vehicle into our shop,
hooking up our diagnosic computer, inding the problem, ordering parts and then inally making the repairs”. WUC also reports
even further savings on their botom line from the GPS Insight speeding and excessive idling alerts and reports, which forced drivers
to slow down and shut of their vehicles. Mike Lawler said, “I can’t imagine that any company that has a leet of vehicles big or small
would not beneit from a tracking system that pays for itself.”

How Western Uility Contractors believes GPS Insight can help other companies like yours:
• Always knowing your vehicles’ locaion means service technicians will be more eiciently dispatched, resuling in quicker
response imes.
• Keeping your vehicles on the road longer by receiving diagnosic trouble codes before engine
problems occur.
• Saving on fuel by having your drivers reduce speeding and idling.

To receive addiional informaion about GPS Insight and our leet tracking soluion, please contact us today!

Phone: 866-477-4321

866-GPS-4321

Email: info@gpsinsight.com

Website: www.gpsinsight.com
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